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Hollington Residents Steering Group – Record of Village Hall Meeting  

12/7/2017 

35 Attendees. 

Melanie Swanwick introduced herself, members of the steering group, Hannah Barter and 

Keith Flunder, Richard and Nick Oldham. 

She explained 

1. The purpose of the meeting, to update everyone regarding the preferences identified 

at the inaugural meeting in March 2016, in order to preserve the character of the 

village. 

2. The process of the neighbourhood plan was also explained. She reminded everyone 

that it was agreed at the inaugural meeting that local resident preferences for 

development were brown field sites and homesteads. 

3. The use of an assessment of local need grid was described and which will be 

eventually be used as future planning applications are made. There were initially two 

development areas on the bend below the Star; which was revised to an area around 

the church. Now a development area is no longer needed the grid assessment will be 

used for future development applications.  

4. Representatives of the steering group have attended a large number of meetings 

and drawn up a draft constitution, which is on the website. 

5. Identified themes, such as traffic control through the village, which will run alongside 

the neighbourhood plan. 

6. The planning background was summarised Hollington is classified as a small village 

7. Two planning applications have recently been rejected; there is a third which is 

ongoing, near to The Cross; the fourth is Oldham’s which is currently rejected but 

will be resubmitted. 

8. Any development must show it meets local need and meets assessment against the 

NP and local plan. 

Keith Flunder explained that the purpose of the meeting was to gather more information for 

Hannah Barter who is writing up the NP on behalf of Checkley  Parish Council. He referred to 

the unique nature of Hollington using local stone. He suggested that when Oldham’s 

resubmitted their plans they would be favourably looked upon. He saw no reason to be 

concerned about boundaries. Ivor Moseley asked if the planning committee had more 

favourable opinions and  Keith Flunder confirmed, adding that the cycle of no facilities and 

therefore no development needs to be broken. He stressed that the NP will outweigh the 

local plan eventually. Mel Swanwick asked about the timescale. Keith Flunder replied that 

the process of the NP was half way through and we need to know what is important for 

each community in the parish. He explained use of 106 money, that goes to the parish 
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council – this is paid by developers to benefit communities and develop facilities. By the end 

of Oct/beginning of Nov the draft plan will be drawn up and from then it needs to be taken 

into account in respect of any future planning application. In July 2018 there will be a public 

referendum and the development boundary can be put where the village likes it to be. 

Hannah Barter explained how she is writing the policies to go with the NP. Some are 

applicable to Checkley Parish and others will be specific to Hollington or the other villages. 

They refer to design, location and community benefits. She emphasised local policy in terms 

of land use and particular habitats. She asked residents to consider Hollington’s special 

features. 

Melanie Swanwick – said the mineral plan ends in 2030 and asked if those present would 

want to identify quarries for future planning and development. Chris Cooper – there are no 

houses for the elderly even though there have been some for younger ones. 

The discussion progressed to sustainability. Pete Wilkinson – we are suggesting brown field 

sites and homesteads in the Neighbourhood Plan . The housing stock has gone down as 

houses have been knocked into larger places. Houses have been lost in Hollington. 

It was mentioned that Hollington has no council houses. Melanie Swanwick explained that 

these have been taken over by housing associations and there are such houses in 

Hollington. Keith Flunder pointed out that this could be put into the NP. Pete Wilkinson said 

that it is now down to private developers to identify social housing in their plans. Chris 

Cooper – there are no houses for the elderly even though there have been some for 

younger ones. Tony Shallcross – 59% of population were over 44 in 2011 census. Mel 

Swanwick – more property for the elderly would free up larger houses for the young. Keith 

Flunder – referred to Chris’s application being out of the development area. Chris Cooper – 

It’s too late for our application but we do need bungalows for the elderly. 

Hannah Barter – we can’t change the past but now the NP will support you.Pete Wilkinson – 

an evidence base is needed and therefore we need to consult within the community. 

Hannah Barter – said she has applied, on behalf of the parish, for a housing needs 

assessment but concerns about accommodation for the elderly will be noted. 

Alan Hulme – It is essential that the Checkley NP meets Hollington’s needs. Ann Kolla – is 

concerned about the narrow roads – difficult for people to walk to church and adequate 

parking is needed for the village. Hannah Barter – we can put this in the plans. Pete 

Wilkinson – Oldham’s application includes giving land to the community for parking. This is 

important because land used at the top of Quarry Bank and owned by Read’s may soon be 

fenced off. 

Alan Hulme – Peak Park is taking over SMDC – they agreed a new school for Rocester with 

no available parking so this has to be watched. Keith Flunder – The NP will have 

considerable planning weight. 
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Mel Swanwick – there is an issue with the village hall that will come up soon in terms of 

refurbishment but it links with parking for the church and this needs to be addressed after 

NP has been adopted. Alan Hulme – raised Fole Dairy. Keith Flunder said the river is the 

boundary so this is in Hollington. He said the parish council will put Fole Dairy into the plan. 

Mel Swanwick – so we could ask for accommodation for the elderly, especially as there is a 

bus route. 

Barbara Keeling asked what the special development policy is in relation to Fole Dairy. 

Hannah Barter said she would put bungalows for the elderly into the Fole plan as it is on the 

bus route. 

Pete Wilkinson – Fole has already been passed for development but no one has taken it up. 

SMDC needs to change the rates the Co op is paying. This would force the Co op to lower 

the price. It is a good location to the A50. It needs to be identified before using green field 

sites. 

Mel Swanwick – talked about leisure development in the area = Kate Dale’s and Pete 

Wilkinson’s proposals. 

Mary Salt - the new golf club at JCB will develop growth. Tourism is very important. There is 

also a historical slant – we need to improve the heritage of the village to keep it alive. 

Mel Swanwick – suggested the consideration of making Hollington a conservation area. 

Derrick Wragg – old quarries are heritage sites. 

Ann Kolla mentioned the large number of walkers going around the quarries. She said we 

need quiet areas and must not lose them. Derrick Wragg spoke about school visits being 

made to Hollington and Mary Salt mentioned her rare breed and native animals that are 

appreciated by visitors. 

Melvyn Simms – said a shop is needed in Hollington and this should constitute the centre of 

the village. 

Richard Oldham spoke about the proposed development adjacent to the Village Hall – said 

his family has been associated with Hollington for 60 years. He described the two quarry 

sites and said the one behind the village hall has become an eyesore. Their planning 

proposal was changed without his permission but now he has taken control of the plans to 

be resubmitted. There will be a new noise report undertaken. The quarry would remain 

open – mineral supply for restoration with restrictions on the number of weeks and times of 

working during the day. Richard told attendees that residents had already called him to 

reserve the Oldham’s houses. A section of the land will be given to the village hall for 

parking – 20 spaces. Richard confirmed they will not be selling the site but developing the 

land themselves. The houses would be in Stone. Plans were made available for everyone to 

view and ask questions. Ann Kolla asked about access. Richard Oldham – said it would be 
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where it is currently but set back to allow visibility. Ann Kolla – asked if a 30 MPH limit could 

go through the village. Pete Wilkinson confirmed that steps were being taken. David 

Sargeant asked if the ground was worked out and Richard Oldham confirmed that it was. 

The open discussion closed and steering group members went on to collect the following 

feedback. Need to prioritise brown field sites and development on homedteads   

Coclusions 

1. Need to prioritise brown field sites and development on homesteads – has not 

changed from the meeting in March 2016.  

2.  More effort to be put into resolving the Fole site, looking into sheltered 

accommodation for the elderly as well as social housing. 

3. Want the village to grow and encourage the young. Bungalows needed to free up 

larger properties. 

4. Develop Tourism as we are close to the Peak District, Alton Towers and JCB facilities. 

Need to develop pony trekking, Encourage school groups and adult groups to use 

village hall. Village Hall could be a base for outdoor and creative activities. 

5. The village has no public toilets. At the moment, we have to rely on the good will of 

The Raddle to allow visitors to use their facilities. 

6.  Speed limit to be 30 through the village. 

7. Village Hall is the centre of the village and not the church. 

8. We are unique in Hollington but could enrich what Checkley Parish has to offer. 

9. Agriculture is a key aspect of the area and will undergo major changes. 

10. Planning must be flexible to encourage this and allow develop on existing 

homesteads. Also it must allow renewable energy and manufacture planning. 


